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THIS WEEK IN
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December 14, 2020

WHAT’S GROWING
We are excited to GROW with you!

TIP OF THE WEEK
Let’s learn something NEW!

WORD OF THE WEEK
Horticulture has its own lingo!

DIY PROJECT
Want to do a gardening craft?

Why did the gardener
plant a lightbulb?
Because he wanted to
grow a Power Plant!

WHAT’S GROWING?
Do you have a bloom on your zinnia plant yet? Zinnias are a “cut and
come again” flower, so when you cut the plant it responds by sending out
more flowers! Amaryllis bulbs should wake up after 4+ weeks. Do you
have any stalks peeking through? Once an amaryllis flower blooms and
dies, cut it off your stalk. You should have several flowers per stalk. Once
done flowering you can store your bulb to regrow next year. This is our
final newsletter of 2020. Keep posting photos and sharing your garden
stories. What is next for Chickering GROWS? In early spring, we will learn
about starting seeds, transplanting outdoors and eventually, harvesting
an edible garden! HAPPY GROWING & HAPPY NEW YEAR!
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TIP OF THE WEEK: GETTING AMARYLLIS TO REBLOOM

Once the flowers of your amaryllis have faded, cut back the flower stalks to ½ inch above the bulb. Don’t cut the
leaves yet! Your bulb needs the leaves in place to gather energy to grow next winter. If you move it to a sunny
spot, it can gather even more energy. Once all danger of frost has past, you can move the pot outdoors. Amaryllis
are tropical and cannot survive cold weather. Keep it where it will get bright sun and you will be able to water and
fertilize the plant. The healthier the leaves, the better able they will be to replenish the nutrients in the bulb, and
the bigger the flowers next winter. In mid-August, begin withholding water and let the foliage die back naturally
as the pot dries out completely. Then place the bulb in a cool, dark and dry place. While your bulb is dormant it
won’t need any water or attention. Amaryllis need 6-8 weeks to rest. When you are ready to replant your bulb,
place it back in its pot with fresh potting soil and its shoulders above the soil. Give it one good drink of water and
place it in a warm, sunny window. Before long it should start growing!
Learn more at Gardening Know How: https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/ornamental/bulbs/amaryllishippeastrum/amaryllis-bulb-storage.htm
WORD OF THE WEEK

A plant that grows, flowers and produce seed all in one season but does not survive the winter is called an
annual. It must be planted each year. Plants that are cold hardy and will return again each spring are called
perennial. Some will flower the first year they are planted and some will need to mature before flowering. Some
annuals can be perennial in warmer locations. Some perennials are long lived while others only survive a few
years. Can you guess if zinnias are annuals or perennials? How about amaryllis?
Spring plants are also called hardy plants. They are planted in the fall, spend winter in the ground, and flower in
the spring. Hardy plants need several weeks of cold temperatures to break their dormancy and flower to their full
potential. Tulips and daffodils are examples of hardy plants. Summer plants are also called tender plants. They
are planted in the spring and flower or leaf out in the summer. Tender plants are not tolerant of cold temperatures
and should only be planted after there is no longer threat of frost. Both zinnia and amaryllis are tender plants.
It is called forcing when we manipulate plants to flower early, bringing blooms and color into our homes during
winter months when little is happening in the garden. We have done this with both our zinnia and amaryllis plants!
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DIY: BIRDSEED ORNAMENTS

Birdseed ornaments are a fun, easy project and make great decorations. Birds will happily munch on the ornaments,
and they make ideal holiday gifts! Because they are made with ordinary cookie cutters, you can customize your
ornaments to suit the occasion. From trees, stars or bells for Christmas, heart ornaments for Valentine's Day to
flower shapes in the summer, it is fun to have these edible bird feeders in your yard year-round. This recipe yields
8-12 ornaments, depending on the size of your cookie cutters!
MATERIALS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1/2 cup water
3/4 cup flour
3 tablespoons corn syrup
2 1/2 teaspoons unflavored gelatin
4 cups birdseed
Nonstick cooking spray
Wax paper or parchment paper
String, yarn, or twine, cut into 5- to 8-inch lengths

TOOLS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mixing bowl
8 large cookie cutters
Nonstick saucepan
Skewer
Wire cooling rack
Wooden spoon

PROJECT
•

Spray each cookie cutter with the nonstick cooking spray. This ensures the ornaments will release from the molds
easily, so coat the insides thoroughly to prevent any sticking, including every bend and crevice of the cutter. Arrange
the sprayed cookie cutters on the wax or parchment paper. If desired, spray the paper as well to be sure the warm
ornaments do not stick at all.

•

Boil the Liquid Ingredients. Add the water and corn syrup to the nonstick saucepan and bring to a boil. Reduce the
heat to low and add the gelatin, stirring continually to dissolve the powder. This will create a syrupy, sticky liquid that
will bind the ornaments together.

•

Add Flour. Transfer the syrup to your mixing bowl and add the flour. Stir the mixture until well blended; it will have a
consistency similar to a thick cake batter and there should be no large clumps. If it is too thick to stir easily, add
additional hot water, one tablespoon at a time, until it is properly thinned. If the mixture is too thin, add flour one
tablespoon at a time to reach the right consistency.
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•

Mix In Birdseed. Add the birdseed and thoroughly mix it with the flour batter to coat all the seed. This will be a thick,
stiff mixture, but it is important to blend it well otherwise the ornaments will not hold their shapes.

•

Fill the Cookie Cutters. Spray your hands thoroughly with nonstick cooking spray and fill each cookie cutter to the brim
with the birdseed mix. Press it into every corner of the mold as firmly as possible. The birdseed mixture can dry out
quickly so cover in the bowl with plastic wrap while you fill each ornament. You may need to spray your hands with
nonstick spray after every few ornaments so the seed does not stick to you.

•

Roll Extra Seed Balls. Make use of any extra birdseed mixture you have left after filling all your cookie cutters by rolling
it into small balls. These shapes are great for adding to a bird feeder so that no seed will be wasted.

•

Create Holes for Hanging. Use the skewer to create the holes for hanging each ornament. Push the skewer all the way
through the mold, then press the seed firmly around the skewer. Locate the holes approximately 1 inch away from the
ornament's edge to ensure a sturdy form. Wiggle the skewer slightly to be sure the hole is large enough for your string
or twine and to compact the seed around the interior of the hole.

•

Let the Ornaments Dry. Gently move the ornaments onto the wire cooling rack to dry. Let them dry for at least 6 to 8
hours, but preferably overnight or for a full day if possible. Placing a small fan nearby to increase air circulation will
help them dry more quickly.

•

String the Ornaments. Remove the dry ornaments from the cookie cutters. Thread the ribbon, string, or twine through
the holes in each ornament and tie a tight knot, leaving a loop for hanging. If the holes are too tight, use the same
skewer you formed the holes with and poke it through again. Hang and enjoy!

Learn more at: https://www.thespruce.com/how-to-make-birdseed-ornaments

LET’S CONNECT

POST ON PADLET

HTTP://BIT.LY/CHICKERINGGROWSFALLPADLET
HTTPS://PADLET.COM/CHICKERING/GROWSWINTERPADLET

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

HTTPS://WWW.DOVERPTO.ORG/CHICKERING-GROWS

ANY QUESTIONS? ASK US
JAMIE GODFREY
CHICKERING GROWS COORDINATOR
JAMIEDGODFREY@GMAIL.COM
KIM B. HALL
COMMUNITY OUTREACH, DOVER PTO 2020-2021
COMMUNITY@DOVERPTO.ORG
RENEE GRADY
CHICKERING GROWS TEACHER LIASON
GRADYR@DOVERSHERBORN.ORG
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